This article explores the practice of simulation modeling by investigating how parameterizations are constructed and integrated into existing frameworks. Parameterizations are simplified process descriptions adapted for simulation models. On the basis of a study of meteorological research, the article presents predictive and representative construction as two different ways of developing parameterizations and the trade-offs involved in this work. Because the overall aim in predictive construction is to improve weather forecasts, the most practical solutions are chosen over the best theoretical solutions. In representative construction, the situation is reversed, but while discourse focuses on theory and models, the everyday work is often tied to computer programs. These different ways of construction work are closely related to the role of the simulation models as epistemic or technical objects, and this characterization is also used to compare the results with previous research.
C ompared to experimental modes of doing science, computer simulations have only recently started to draw attention within science and technology studies (see, e.g., Lenhard, Küppers, and Shinn 2006; Knuuttila, Merz, and Mattila 2006) . However, it is far from evident that the knowledge of more traditional laboratory work can be adequately transposed to computer simulation practice. Because the results of computer simulations are increasingly used or referred to both in science and in various types of political decision-making processes and media discussions-for instance, regarding global warming issues-there is certainly a need to strive for a better understanding of this practice.
In some disciplines, computer simulations have played an important role for a relatively long time. In the middle of the 1940s, a meteorology project was created as a part of one of the earlier computer projects at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton University (see, e.g., Aspray 1990 ). Meteorology has also affected the further development of computers because of the need for powerful computer resources in weather forecasting to which meteorological research has been closely linked (see, e.g., Nebeker 1995) . More recently, computer-intensive climate modeling, originally based on meteorological modeling of the atmosphere (see, e.g., Edwards 2001) , is one of the research areas in which expanded computer capacities are in great demand. Although earlier studies (see, e.g., Friedman 1989; Nebeker 1995; Harper 2003; Persson 2005a Persson , 2005b provide part of the historical background of how meteorology became a physics-based science and how numerical weather prediction developed in different countries, this article focuses on the current situation by using Swedish meteorological research as a case in point.
Computer simulations are primarily used in meteorology to model atmospheric dynamics-the changes and motion in the air masses of the atmosphere. These are regarded in the same way as fluids in motion. In these simulation models-the term I will use-the full complexity of the atmosphere is reduced to a small number of physical laws. 1 In the simulation models, hydrodynamic, thermodynamic, and motion equations define atmospheric dynamics. Because these differential equations are nonlinear, they cannot be solved analytically. It is impossible to write down closed form equations that represent a unique solution. The continuous equations are therefore discretized and turned into difference equations for which solutions can be approximated. Winsberg (1999 Winsberg ( , 2001 Winsberg ( , 2003 has described simulation model construction as a transformation of mathematical models (which are based on theoretical models) into algorithms that are turned into computer code. This enables researchers to execute (run) the program and thereby produce the simulation. However, there is no algorithm for reading of models from theories. Therefore, theories function as constraints and not as determinants in the process of simulation model construction.
Because of their finite form, the simulation models divide the atmosphere into a large number of points resulting in a grid, and the numerical solutions for the equations are calculated for each grid point. The grid results in a one-, two-, or three-dimensional model domain. Because the models are prognostic, they also include a time dimension. 2 The smaller the distance between the grid points and the smaller the time step, the higher the resolution of the simulation model. While some of the dynamic processes are computed explicitly through the calculation of the equations for motion and so forth for each grid point, many important physical processes such as evaporation, cloud formation, and cloud movement occur at smaller scales than the distance between the grid points.
3 To account for the effects of these types of subgrid processes in the simulation, they are expressed in a parameterized form as a mathematical function of the parameters of the resolved, large-scale processes (e.g., temperature, humidity, wind velocity). Attempting to represent all scales would create enormous computational problems, but if fine-scale information is ignored, the computation is not physically meaningful. The construction and implementation of parameterizations and approximations more generally are therefore crucial parts of developing simulation models not only in meteorology but for many problems in physics.
In line with this, parameterizations have been noted as a central issue in simulation modeling (Wynne 1996, 369 ), but at the same time as a controversial subject among simulation modelers (see, e.g., Lahsen 2005) . In Shackley's (2001) distinction between different epistemic lifestyles in climate change modeling, the attitude toward parameterizations is considered decisive. 4 Parameterizations are used as an example through which differences between modelers' views regarding the representation of physical referents and the model's intended application are detected. In addition, on the basis of a study of some climate modeling centers in the United Kingdom and the United States, Shackley (2001) distinguishes between scientists who seem primarily interested in how well the model simulates the dynamical features of the circulation and others who are more interested in the model's simulation of energy fluxes. Shackley et al. (1999) presents another distinction between the "purists," who are principally interested in the analysis, development, and improvement of the representation of key processes in climate models, and the "pragmatists," who have aims linked to current policy.
By emphasizing individual scientists or their lifestyles, the typologies mentioned above neglect the particular object that simulation modeling centers around, that is, the simulation models themselves. Partly because of the focus on climate modeling, the relation between science and politics (with regard to simulation modeling) is at the center of attention, as opposed to the more everyday problems of simulation modeling involving computing and programming. In simulation modeling, an abstract model is manipulated through a digital computing machine. If analysts of simulation modeling refer to computers as the "infrastructure" of simulation models (see Shackley et al.1998) , they reduce simulation models to primarily theoretical constructions. In fact, this mode of doing scientific work is inseparable from the technology used to perform it (cf. Dowling 1999, 261) . Without attending to the digital computer, we neglect the materiality of simulation modeling (Knuuttila 2006) as well as the complex work that the combination of theories and computers requires.
The purpose of this article is to analyze how meteorological simulation models are developed and especially how the development of new parameterizations takes place. How are they integrated into existing frameworks and what trade-offs does this involve? Because of the controversies and discussions surrounding these components, they provide a fruitful point of departure for studying issues in simulation modeling (cf. Collins 1985) . The article focuses on practical work to outline predictive and representative construction as two different ways of building new components. Because the overall aim in predictive construction is to improve weather forecasts, the most practical solutions are chosen over the best theoretical ones. In representative construction, the situation is reversed, but while discourse focuses on theory and models, the everyday work is often tied to computer programs. These different ways of construction work will also be discussed in relation to the role of the simulation models in this work.
Theoretical and Methodological Considerations
The article takes its point of departure in science as practice in the sense of the activities that people in science do together (cf. Becker 1986) . More specifically, it focuses on the common perspectives that develop among a group of people sharing the same situation and indulging in similar activities (Becker et al. 1961; Strauss 1978) . Developed from within a symbolic interactionist framework, the notion of perspective refers to a coordinated set of ideas and actions that a person uses in dealing with some problematic situation (Becker et al. 1961, 34ff.; cf. Mead 1932 cf. Mead /1964 . It constitutes the ordinary way people in the group think about such situations, how they act in them, and what they consider to be plausible and possible. Rheinberger's (1997) distinction between epistemic things and technical objects provides a good start for discussing the role of simulation models in practice. Epistemic things function as "question-generating machines." They hold a central place in research practice at the same time they are in the process of being materially defined. As they become sufficiently stabilized, they change their position and turn into technical objects, "answering machines" included in the technical repertoire of an experimental setting. However, Knorr Cetina (1997, 10) points out that the equation of technical objects with instruments or tools is problematic today when technologies such as, for example, computer programs undergo continual processes of development and investigation as both "things-to-be-used" and "things-ina-process-of-transformation." They must therefore be included in the same category as epistemic things or what Knorr Cetina (2001) later labels "epistemic objects," characterized by unfolding and incompleteness.
I propose that the development of any simulation model places it in the role of an epistemic object, a thing under transformation that is consistently changed and improved. It is first in use that simulation models can take different roles as technical or epistemic objects. In a similar vein, Merz (1999) analyzes the multiplex nature of simulations models and the different meanings of them for the authors building event generators (a type of simulation model in particle physics) on one hand and the users for whom the simulation model is ready to use as a tool on the other. However, to speak of a "nature" when something is on the verge of being defined seems somewhat contradictory. I would therefore like to stress that in this article, the concept of epistemic object primarily refers to a role, created through a particular relation between the object and the people engaging with it. The following analysis will relate to the distinction between epistemic and technical objects, but it is mostly elaborated on in the concluding discussion.
The article is based on a qualitative study of meteorological research that mainly took place at the largest meteorological research department in Sweden, the Department of Meteorology, Stockholm University (MISU). Current research activities at MISU represent meteorology in a broad sense and include studies of both the lower parts of the atmosphere (the troposphere) and higher parts (the stratosphere) by using simulation models to approximate atmospheric processes or by conducting field experiments. The study is limited to research concerning the lower parts of the atmosphere. During 2003, I conducted participant observation, held numerous informal conversations and discussions with research staff about their work, and conducted nineteen tape-recorded interviews with various researchers, doctoral students, and members of the technical staff. Ten of these interviewees were involved in simulation modeling in varying degrees. I also visited the Swedish weather service-the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute-for two days, and conducted seven shorter interviews with researchers and programmers, of which five were involved in simulation modeling. During these interviews, I only took notes. In this article, I use the terms researchers, doctoral students, and programmers to refer to the different categories of staff.
The analysis of the article is based on the transcribed interviews and to a smaller extent on field notes from participant observation, including demonstrations of writing equations, drawing pictures, showing how parts of a computer program work or the results of a simulation.
5 Accounts are analyzed either as descriptions of practice or as expressions of a perspective based on practice (cf. Gubrium and Holstein 1997) . The status of doctoral students' accounts deserves a note in relation to this. Despite the relatively few years of experience of simulation modeling that (most) doctoral students have, I suggest that the socialization of the doctoral students into the world and practice of simulation modeling involves adopting the perspectives of the researchers they are surrounded by. If handled with care, some of their accounts can therefore be analyzed as expressions of similar, evolving perspectives as well.
As mentioned, I present two of the dominant perspectives on the construction of parameterizations: predictive and representative construction. These are in one sense actor defined, since the actors recognize and acknowledge the differences themselves, but the data driven analysis presents more about their content (cf. Becker et al. 1961, 37) .
The Process of Producing a Parameterization
To develop and construct a parameterization, researchers start by trying to understand the process they are interested in and then choose or develop the model and the set of equations or formulas they can use to represent the effect of the process. 6 Observations are used to determine coefficients and constants in the equations that make up parameterizations. One doctoral student described this activity as follows: parameterizations in larger, more complex simulation models. This is a necessary step in the development of a parameterization since the performance of a parameterization cannot be valued in isolation, in part because the point is to take the effect of a process into account, in part because a parameterization that does not "work" inside a simulation model is useless. However, several features of simulation models make implementation a complex task, since it not only adds to or changes the representation of the isolated process, but often affects the whole simulation model. For example, to change something in the conceptual formulation in one parameterization often impinges on what happens in another parameterization. Development work therefore involves working with the numerical code and the equations simultaneously to deal with unexpected and unwanted consequences. One researcher described the process in the following way:
When you start changing inside the parameterization, you discover quite fast that it is not independent of the rest of the model. But if I change something it will have implications for other things too and then I probably have to go in and change other coefficients at other places for the purpose of the whole. The same thing applies if you only go into the numerical code, you can bet on there being something in the parameterization that explodes. So you have to consider what feedbacks it can have had. Then I must change the parameterization to make everything work again.
Thus, it is difficult to predict the effects of changes in terms of unintended feedbacks in the simulation model and implementing a new parameterization involves a combination of discretizing and/or solving equations and coding to make the simulation model work (again) and produce acceptable results. One researcher talked about the development of simulation models and said, "It's about making the model produce data that is OK. That's what modeling is, to set it out. Is it a reasonable description of what we see? Or if it's forecasts, that it is a reasonable forecast." It should be clarified that this researcher says "data," which could be taken as a reference to observations, when he in fact refers to simulation model output. This confusion of terms has also been noted in other studies of simulations within atmospheric science (Lahsen 2005) as well as other fields of research (Dowling 1999) . What I wish to draw attention to here, however, is that it is not evident what counts as a "reasonable" description or forecast. This is a question of perspective, which is also the case in terms of what are the legitimate means to achieve the (different) goals.
Before presenting the two perspectives in more detail, the practice of tuning should be mentioned. Tuning refers to the tendency to adjust coefficients or reconstruct equations to achieve a better simulation result. Tuning may appear as very close to parameterizing, but whereas tuning is part of verifying a simulation model in use, the development of parameterizations is part of building the simulation model. However, building and verifying are often part of a highly iterative process that can only be distinguished analytically. 8 This article will remain focused on different ways of building simulation models and developing parameterizations, but intended use will also be taken into account.
The Perspective in Predictive Construction
This perspective evolves among researchers and programmers who apply (rather than develop) scientific knowledge in their work aimed at improving a particular simulation model used for operational forecasting. Thus, predictive construction mainly takes place at the research department of the weather service, but some researchers and doctoral students at MISU are also involved in projects closely related to the weather service. Predictive construction involves the application of existing scientific knowledge to develop new parameterizations. At the weather service, there is a division of labor in this process between researchers and programmers. Researchers transform equations into code or more often make changes directly in the code. But this coding is generally preliminary. Programmers continue where the researchers leave off and develop the code in ways that enable the simulation model to use computer power more efficiently but do not change the basic operations that the code executes.
Because predictive construction is directed toward developing parameterizations for a particular operational model, simulation models used for operational purposes tend to be developed as "packages." Through a process of mutual adjustments, parameterizations, and changes of resolution and input, their separate modules are set to function well together in one single simulation model, rather than being useful for a number of simulation models. 9 The difficulties in implementing new parameterizations arise partly from how existing models have been adjusted (see also Edwards 2001) . For instance, a researcher at MISU said, It is well-known that there is something wrong with the latent flow of heat in almost every weather forecast model . . . and if you ask people who are developing models they say that of course it can be fixed, but then we don't get the right precipitation.
Consequently, changing just one part in a large simulation model often affects other parts of it. This can make the results of the overall simulation worse in the sense that agreement with observations decreases. In the words of the same researcher, [in] that way, errors in separate processes can be hidden by compensating errors in these big complex model systems, and often if you import an improvement in one process description in one of these model systems, the final result becomes worse, because you took away a compensating error.
Changing each part in a simulation model is a huge task, and the consequence of this is that the process of developing operational weather forecast models is more akin to patching than to renovating. This is a common problem for simulation models used for climate scenarios as well (see, e.g., Shackley 2001) .
The "score" of a simulation model was a local expression used by a researcher at the weather service to denote how accurately forecasts agree with observations. This measure verifies the capacity of simulation models to act as answering machines (cf. Rheinberger 1997) . To achieve the highest score possible, tuning seems to be a widely used practice and basically a necessity in predictive simulation modeling. It is, however, controversial and criticized, especially by researchers in academia. In an article published in the-among meteorologists-well-known Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, the authors state,
The problem with tuning is that it artificially prevents a model from producing a bad result. . . . It might be argued that tuning is justified in the service of numerical weather prediction, because a good forecast is an end in itself, regardless of how it has been obtained. The trouble with this "end justifies the means" argument is that in the long run better scientific understanding is the key to making better forecasts. (Randall and Wielicki 1997, 404) Although researchers in principle reject the idea that it is acceptable to produce better results for the "wrong" reasons, in the end, this is accepted in predictive construction for the purpose of producing a better prediction. One researcher at the weather service expressed this perspective on development when stating that a new implementation is not an improvement unless the result of simulations becomes better, that is, produces a better agreement with observations. According to him, if it does not, it should not be implemented. One doctoral student further expresses the perspective on development in predictive modeling in the next quote. This doctoral student had a background as an operational meteorologist and together with a cosupervisor at the weather service, the student worked on a thesis project in close relation to problems of particular relevance in forecasting.
As long as you don't test your small development or small theory in the forecast, it is nice, but I think that for every theory in meteorology, starting from observations or just equations, a real test is a NWP [numerical weather prediction] model. If you can make something work, so that it improves forecasts, then you really achieve something.
This illustrates the commitment to forecasting in predictive construction. The doctoral student continued: "You develop something that works nicely and is correct in terms of physics, when you put it in the model then it is in interaction with all other processes in the model, so you can really make forecasts worse." This view neglects possible theoretical gains from this development, because in predictive construction, the parameterization is viewed from the perspective of the whole, although parametric construction work concerns the improvement of a specific process description.
Furthermore, there are strict deadlines at the weather service. A weather prediction model in operational use has to deliver forecasts on time, which is part of the reason why an efficient code is essential. Developments have to be practically oriented and must not outpace existing computer resources in relation to speed. Hence, simulation models used for operational purposes tend to contain parameterizations that are faster to calculate. This is often the case when the original expression is more empirically based and includes more constants rather than theoretically based equations. Compared to simulation models primarily designed for research purposes, operational models tend to have more solutions that are motivated by practical reasons (as opposed to theoretical reasons). According to one researcher at the weather service, researchers in academia who work with simulation models for "pure" research purposes easily exceed available capacity by adding more computations. From this perspective, increased complexity, "better physics," and higher resolution are not necessarily positive (cf. Shackley et al. 1999, 432) . Because it is important to consider computational expenses in numerical weather prediction, it is decisive that parameterizations remain cost effective (but this quality is also mentioned as valuable for parameterizations more generally).
Finally, a most crucial aspect is that operational models always have to work. This is well described by one researcher who commented on how simulation models have to be constructed in relation to the demands of forecasting:
You can't be on TV and say "tonight there's no forecast because the model couldn't handle this"-ha-ha! It doesn't work. It has to work for every type of weather, for everything, for everything it has to give an answer. When you have a weather situation that the parameterizations can't handle, in a research model you can say that the model crashes, this didn't work. . . . But in a weather forecast model, you have to have a result; you have to continue to try anyway, even if it didn't work very well.
Whereas research models may have a more restricted use within the range of their application, the general usefulness of a forecast model is a sign of its superiority from the perspective of predictive modeling.
The Perspective in Representative Construction
In this section, I present the perspective that evolves among researchers who develop new conceptual bases for parameterizations and implement them in simulation models used for research purposes. Representative construction puts most emphasis on developing the theoretical, conceptual model underlying the algorithms in the computer program. This means that researchers first work on simplifying equations using pen and paper. Sometimes the development of a new parameterization is the result of a joint effort of researchers who only work with developing theories or analytical models (researchers who could be referred to as theoreticians) and researchers who transform these ideas into computer code.
10 This could be taken as an example of how simulation models as epistemic objects bind collectives together through their variety of forms (cf. Knorr Cetina 1997, 15).
When journal articles present how parameterizations based on novel conceptual models have been tested, implemented, and used in larger simulation models, the articles center on the conceptual basis of the parameterization and the result of the simulation, without mentioning much about coding. The "code" is considered as something secondary in relation to the "model." This is illustrated by the following statement:
The model is more about how you connect different theories to make a consistent description. The next step is how you code in the computer. . . . You can have the same model but completely different ways to code. . . . What you publish in the journal isn't the code. It's the equations. How you program the computer is a practical thing that everybody can do in his or her own way.
This researcher suggests that a model can be separated from the code (cf. Merz 1999, 301) , thus pointing at two different forms of the simulation model (cf. Winsberg 1999) . The interesting question this raises is what defines the "identity" of a simulation model (cf. Merz 1999) ? If the conceptual formulation of the simulation model is primary, it suggests that the identity of a model is tied to its theoretical formulation rather than its numerical methods and coding. Nevertheless, the same researcher commented that there are quite a few different climate models with various names, but he also asserted that they are very similar (in terms of their theoretical basis). He added, "It's enough with a [different] piece of code to give the model an own identity." On one hand, the identity of a simulation model seems to build on its theoretical structure and components. On the other hand, a piece of code is all that is required to differentiate a simulation model from others.
From within the perspective of representative construction it is (theoretical) modeling that is important, rather than coding and programming. In the collaborative projects among researchers involved in representative construction at MISU, the programming tasks were typically left for a doctoral student. This cannot only be interpreted as a reflection of the low status of programming, as it is further away from the work with theoretical models, but it can also be seen as a reflection of how important it is to learn how simulation models, as computer programs, work. Doctoral students are encouraged to start with small, simple models and then create their own code and learn from it because all feedbacks in existing simulation models are considered too complex for beginners to understand, no less deal with.
In spite of the need for coding competence, at the time of my fieldwork, doctoral students at MISU were offered very little in terms of programming courses, except for what they had learned during their undergraduate studies. While some students had taken courses elsewhere, programming was primarily learned by doing. Several doctoral students complained about this. Quite remarkably from a practical viewpoint, programming was not formally recognized as an important part of learning how to perform research with simulation models. However, the point is that this is in line with the representative perspective, a perspective that emphasizes simulation modeling as a theoretical practice, rather than its materialization into computer programs and related working activities.
FORTRAN is the programming language used by most simulation modelers at MISU. It is no longer considered to be one of the most efficient languages, but it is a common programming language in scientific applications.
One possible reason for the popularity of FORTRAN could be that it is a language that lets programmers express problems in familiar mathematical notation; its syntax is very close to what ordinary algebra looks like (Appleby and VandleKopple 1997; Ceruzzi 1998 Ceruzzi /2003 . Another reason could be that most existing numerical weather prediction models are programmed in FORTRAN, and it is therefore most useful to learn, since "possibly the ultimate hope of every atmospheric modeller is to make a contribution to an operational NWP model" (Zagar 2004, 38) . This statement is supported by many other comments. For example, about the development of a new parameterization based on a new theoretical model, one doctoral student said, "Even if it is a very good [parametric] model, it takes perhaps five, ten years before it is implemented in a weather forecast model. So it takes a very long time before you see the result." This suggests that even within representative construction, the success of new developments is considered in relation to operational weather forecasting as the hopefully final destination of what has been developed.
Yet other aspects of existing operational models are not taken into account. The strictness in terms of the physics of simulation models in representative construction has consequences for programming and numerical qualities because it is not an explicit aim to reduce run time by simplifying the equations at the expense of physical descriptions, that is, to remain cost effective. Computer resources often constrain the implementation of models, but how much is a matter of degree. Representative construction can to a certain extent afford to consider existing computer resources differently because of the acceptance of longer run time.
In relation to the implementation of new parameterization developed according to the principles of representative construction, one doctoral student argued that, "[i]f we would put in the type of model that is very physically correct in JEF [an operational forecast model], it would go to hell." There is a tension between the predictive performance of a model and its construction, further illustrated by the following quote from a doctoral student who told about some researchers who had developed a new parameterization. In this quotation, the informant compared the "best result" (i.e., prediction) with the "correct in terms of physics," as two contradictory or at least different qualities. Although there is a common assumption that the basic philosophy behind parameterizations-and simulation models in general-is "the more correct in terms of physics, the better," this is problematized by the fact that a parameterization that is correct in terms of physics does not necessarily improve the overall result of a simulation model (even if it is valuable in terms of theory development). From the perspective of predictive construction, the goal would be a good result, but from a representative constructionist perspective, the physics of the parameterization is most important.
Another difficulty is that a parameterization that is considered to work well in one simulation model rarely works as well in another. This is more of a problem in representative construction compared to predictive construction, since the former aims to develop more general new solutions rather than a module for a specific model (as is the case in the weather service). In line with this, several researchers and doctoral students emphasized that parameterizations should be "portable." This refers to the numerical stability of the parameterization and the aim to develop it such that its implementation does not disturb the rest of how the simulation model works. It is a primary task in simulation modeling to translate equations from being isolated "immutable mobiles" (Latour 1990 ) into more mutable computer code. This produces uncertainty in their interaction with the rest of the computer program, and it becomes practically self-evident that portability is an important characteristic of parameterizations from a practice viewpoint, but this conclusion is impossible to draw with a view of simulation models as principally theoretical constructions.
The section on predictive construction highlighted the need for efficient coding. From a representative construction viewpoint, efficient, more advanced coding can create problems because it requires more programming skills. Advanced codes can therefore be more difficult to work with for researchers and doctoral students without the same expertise in programming. Most important, it affects their ability to understand what is going on in the computer program. This aspect is crucial, since the simulation model is not only an epistemic object in representative construction but developed to be an epistemic object also in use, since this usage involves exploring the behavior of the simulation model during simulations to understand the result it produces (cf. Merz 1999) . Being familiar with and knowing the simulation model well facilitates prediction of changes and feedback. In consequence, researchers in representative construction prefer to use a simulation model they have worked with before and know how it works. For example one researcher said, ABC is an operational weather forecast model and since it is a more complex model, it is also generally more difficult to predict possible problems. Because the principal aim of operational models is to produce the most reliable forecasts possible, and agreement with observations is a primary measure of this, operational models can even be seen as inadequate to use for research purposes. One doctoral student stated, I don't want to use GHI as a research tool because it is a great weather forecast model, but since you don't know everything they have switched on and adjusted, I don't feel like using it. . . . For a weather forecast model, it is very important that the result is correct, that you get a cyclone . . . That's why I don't think you should use an operational model for research.
This quotation indicates how tuning (switching and adjusting) in operational models makes it more difficult to know what determines the results, and it once again exemplifies the tension between, on one hand, a good result and, on the other hand, strict use of principles of physics in constructing simulation models.
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Concluding Remarks
This article has analyzed some of the practical problems involved in developing meteorological simulation models in general and parameterizations in particular, and it has presented two different perspectives on how to work and deal with simulation model development. The tension between applied and scientific meteorology has a long and international history (see, e.g., Harper 2003; Persson 2005a Persson , 2005b . What this article adds to earlier work is a more detailed analysis of the perspectives involved in the different approaches to simulation modeling that dominates within Swedish meteorological research. The generality of these perspectives of course remains to be further explored, as do work and role of parameterizations in simulation modeling more generally. To expand the discussion of the role of simulation models in relation to the different ways of working with simulation models outlined above, it is fruitful to distinguish between using and building and between practice and discourse.
The development of simulation models places them in the center of practice-as epistemic objects, no matter if they are later to be used for forecasting or for research purposes (cf. Knuuttila 2006, 51) . However, every "operational model" in use (as a technical object) has been a "research model" (epistemic object) at some earlier point in time (but all research models do not end up in/as operational models). Thus, particular simulation models in meteorology fit with Rheinberger's (1997) discussion of how the dynamics between epistemic and technical objects evolve over time, as opposed to Merz's (1999) analysis of event generators in particle physics. Merz (1999) suggests that simulation models become epistemic objects when simulation modelers work with the conceptual (theoretical) foundation of the model, but when modelers trace unexpected or wrong results, they "open up" the computer program, the simulation model as a technical artifact. Event generators "oscillate" within a space that is delimited by their conceptual content as epistemic objects and their black-boxed features as technological artifacts. However, Merz's (1999) discussion of which form (e.g., conceptual or computational) of the simulation model that researchers engage with in different activities and its role (epistemic or technological) in practice appear to be somewhat confusing. Epistemic objects exist in multiple forms (Knorr Cetina 2001), and it is not simply because they are founded on a theoretical model that simulation models play the role of epistemic objects. Conversely, simulation models do not act as technical artifacts simply when coding and programming is on the agenda. It is not in spite of but because of their "technical" concretization as computer programs that the underlying theoretical construction can simulate idealized model worlds and be developed and investigated as a particular type of knowledge object.
One must also pay attention to the different status implications that the talk about theoretical models, conceptual foundation, and so forth have vis-à-vis code, computer programs, and so forth. The epistemic discourse surrounding representative construction embraces the view of simulation models as theoretical, mathematical models, at the same time the embodiment of simulation models in computer programs cannot be neglected in understanding simulation modeling practice. Interview accounts contain different levels of reasoning, and while some can be adequately used as descriptions of practice and taken at face value, others can be used to reconstruct the perspective of the informant. There are also accounts that are more properly conceived of as rhetorical. In this case, the emphasis on theory can be interpreted as a rhetorical positioning of simulation practice that acts to alter the status of practice (see also Hine 1995, 120; cf. Dowling 1999, 263) . It becomes a form of boundary work by which the border between scientific and technical work is constructed and maintained (cf. Gieryn 1983) . 12 To work with a dynamic model is considered as theoretical and conceptual work; it has a higher status than to do technical work such as coding or debugging the computer program.
13 Thus, the discourse of simulation modeling sometimes conflates what the researchers are actually doing.
Describing the work as if it is (mostly) about working with abstract theories may also serve to give the impression that simulation model development is primarily a cognitive practice. In fact, it involves a lot of hands-on work, especially in relation to implementation in existing computer programs. The practical problems at this stage illustrate that a consideration of coding is crucial to the task of making the simulation model work. "'Thinking is hand-work,' as Heidegger said, but what is in the hands are inscriptions" (Latour 1990, 46) . In this case, the hands are also on the keyboard.
Notes
1. The term model is used in multiple ways in science, and there are several different kinds of models. The most basic scientific models are material and conceptual analogues, copies that are stand-ins for more opaque systems. Cloud chambers are examples of material models, whereas conceptual models are more abstract analogies that seek to render theories more comprehensible. Mathematical models are typically applications, approximations, or specifications of theories and principles that cannot be applied in their original form. Scientific computer simulations are based on mathematical models but employ a generative mechanism to imitate the dynamical behavior of the underlying process that the simulations aim to represent. See Sundberg (2006b) .
2. The equations define atmospheric dynamics at a certain moment in time, and they are related to one another in a way that requires them to be calculated step-by-step together.
3. While clouds may have the size of a kilometer or so, the distance between the grid points in a numerical weather prediction model is often around 20-50 km.
4. Epistemic lifestyles are defined as the set of intellectual questions, problems, and practices that provides a sense of purpose, achievement, and ambition to a scientist's working life (see Shackley 2001, 114-5) . The concept also includes the social networks and connections through which scientists organize their individual and collective work.
5. Most interview quotes have been translated from Swedish. To protect the anonymity of my informants, I do not inform about translation, and I use fictive abbreviations for the simulation models they refer to. Excluded words or sentences are marked with an ellipsis. For more details about the study and analysis, see Sundberg (2005, chap. 3).
6. Parameterizations can also be completely based on correlations found in experimental data. The expression becomes based on empirical relationships, not established in fundamental theory. Because this way of constructing parameterizations is performed by experimentalists, it is beyond the scope of this article. See Sundberg (2007) for an analysis related to this topic. 7. A more nontraditional method is to extract parameters or constants from model simulations.
Sundberg / Everyday World of Simulation Modeling 17 8. On the validation and verification of simulation models, see, for example, Oreskes, Shrader-Freshette, and Belitz (1994); Sundberg (2006a) .
9. Physical parameterizations should be distinguished from nonphysical adjustments, which are, for example, added when the consistent application of equations leads to unrealistic developments in terms of, for example, extreme temperatures or sharp contrasts.
10. Here I refer to theoretical practice as the development of, for example, new parameterizations by using physical theory, mathematics, pen, and paper (what in physics-based sciences is called "analytical methods"), as opposed to using numerical methods and computers to figure out how atmospheric processes work.
11. Doctoral students rarely choose themselves what simulation model to develop or use but tend to work with the same simulation model(s) as their supervisor(s). Yet the point with this quote is to illustrate the view on the quality of simulation models.
12. Boundary-work is the discursive attribution of selected qualities to scientists, scientific methods, and scientific claims for the purpose of drawing a rhetorical boundary between science and some less authoritative nonscience or for demarcations of disciplines, specialties, or theoretical orientations within science (see Gieryn 1983, 792) .
13. Here I disconnect the status of the activity from who is performing it. For instance, a meteorologist has a higher status than a programmer.
